## COOLING ACCESSORIES/MONITOR BRACKETS

### CPU Cooler for Pentium IV Socket 478 3.0 GHz

**MODEL CODE**
CPUC100

**FEATURES**
- Specially designed for high speed socket 478 Pentium IV CPUs up to 3.0 GHz
- Large heatsink for optimum cooling
- Ball bearing
- 3-Pin motherboard connector
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### CPU Cooler for AMD Socket A Copper

**MODEL CODE**
CPUC200

**FEATURES**
- High end copper heatsink
- Specifically designed for ultimate cooling of all socket A CPUs
- Ball bearing
- 3-Pin motherboard connector
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### Cooler for AMD Duron Socket A 2.0GHz

**MODEL CODE**
CPUC230

**FEATURES**
- Socket A CPUs up to 2.0 GHz
- Ball bearing
- 3-Pin motherboard connector
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### CPU Cooler Grease

**MODEL CODE**
CF-500

**COLOUR**
Silver

**FEATURES**
- Use to increase thermal conductivity between CPU and heat sink
- Prolongs CPU life
- 1.5 grams in syringe
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### Deluxe LCD Monitor Arm

**MODEL CODE**
LCD-MA001

**FEATURES**
- VESA compliant mounting bracket
- Supports up to 8Kg
- Space saving design for home or office
- Positions monitor above work surface
- Arm capable of rotating 360 degrees
- Clamps to any table or desktop up to 3” thick
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### LCD Wall Mount Bracket

**MODEL CODE**
LCD-WMB01

**FEATURES**
- VESA compliant mounting bracket
- Supports up to 8Kg
- Manual adjustment
- Mounting hardware included
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